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A stimulus FOR YOUR SALES



THAT LITTLE EXTRA MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE!

The success of a company stems from the passion of its staff, the performance of 
its sales cycle and the relationships it has with its customers. JPL Communications 
understands that; which is why, since 2002, we are fully committed to helping you motivate 
your employees, offering you real-life tools to serve your current customers well, finding 
numerous potential quality customers and increasing closure rates in your sales cycle, all 
by improving your soft skills and hard skills. 

In order to take part in your success, we have set up a ONE-WINDOW APPROACH for 
services adapted to your needs and personal situation. Our sens of commitment sets 
us apart from the competition. We adapt our training sessions, coaching, consultation 
mandates and talks to the needs and particular situations of your company. 

From the strategic stage through implementation, from training to the integration of what has been learned into field 
work, form learning to the participant’s autonomy, we are fully invested, as YOUR success is our company’s mission. So 
tell us what you need and we’ll find the solutions, whether it’s:

 motivating your employees over a common goal 
 training your managers and staff in presentations, sales and communication 
 building loyalty among your current customers and increasing your client base 
 improving your customer service 
 developing your sales strategies and your winning sales model 
 designing customized call scripts 
 accompanying your salespeople while they’re on the road to measurably improve their customer approach 
 adding a dynamic touch to your conferences, symposia or business meetings with customized seminars  
 performing better when you speak in public and mastering nonverbal communication
 inspiring confidence and enhancing your charisma
 recruiting the talent you need through psychometric testing and selection interviews

Our values: transparency, integrity, passion, respect, constantly raising the bar, discretion.

Our strong reputation is proof that our unique commitment and our customized, strategic solutions deliver 
unparalleled results. 
Didn’t we say that your success is our mission?

Visit us at  
www.jeanpierrelauzier.com  
to learn about our 
services and our monthly 
newsletter or write to us at 
info@jeanpierrelauzier.com

Investing in your human qualities is 
what pays the greatest dividends.

Jean-Pierre Lauzier

ABOUT JPL COMMUNICATIONS
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TO MAKE SURE YOU GET RESULTS

A unique, customized approach that fits your personal environment 
Achieve the maximum impact: More than simple techniques. JPL Communications adapts and 
personalizes its approach to each customer’s situation to ensure maximum positive concrete results:

 Detailed analysis of the problem to understand your brand, business environment, challenges 
and real-life situation
 Discussion about concerns, limitations and needs
 Determining specific objectives and strategies
 Rolling out the strategies to the target staff
 Coaching and evaluation of learning
 Adding sessions to reinforce skills, when needed, etc.

Develop your winning formula

 We help you create an environment in which your customers will buy your products or 
services, by helping them come up with solutions for their concerns and desires
 We assist you from the beginning to the end of your business project to ensure the 

effectiveness of the learning and that there is an increase in work efficiency
 We motivate your employees and give them ownership over a common goal so that the 

company achieves higher results
 We design programs tailored to your situation, your corporate challenges and  

your business goals
 We are inspired by the following values: passion, authenticity, transparency and an 

unforgettable customer experience

APPROACH

Jean-Pierre is a professional with the ability to look further when it comes to strategies and sales processes 
and to identify opportunities that will make a real difference. I highly recommend him.

Benoît Perreault, Manager 
GazMétro Plus

Examples of support 

 Providing a diagnosis using a detailed questionnaire to 
create a business strategy and a customized sales plan for 
your company
 Telemarketing and prospecting in the field with a plan and 

scripts specifically designed to achieve a high success rate
 Customer visits with your representatives to assist in quickly 

establishing a high level of confidence and to increase their 
closure rate
 Use of a camera for feedback in various exercises
 Empowerment sessions (coaching) following training, to 

ensure the sales team assimilates the concepts discussed
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DO YOU HAVE YOUR WINNING SALES RECIPE?

Consultation – sales strategy and process 
 Do you have a sales approach, strategy or model that allows you to obtain contracts from more than 

50% of your proposals?

 Would you like to have an action plan to improve your sales process?  

 Would you like to launch a new product or service and have a strong launch and progressive  
sales results?  

 Are you dissatisfied with your sales or customer service results?

Gaining a better understanding of your impact on the market, your customers and the competition is key 
to making better business decisions and avoiding costly mistakes and time being wasted. We will help 
you establish a better strategic position to improve your sales figures and customer attraction index. 
In-depth analyses, recommendations, development of an optimized sales approach and the integration of 
these changes into your business will make you more effective with respect to team commitment, results  
and processes.

The JPL Communications team has developed a sales expertise in a variety of sectors and in business 
situations that can sometimes be highly complex. Jean-Pierre and his team bring concrete field experience, 
in both SMEs and large enterprises, and in the areas of sales, marketing and customer service. This 
expertise will allow you to benefit from a new perspective on your business development, strong and 
realistic advice, focused on investment returns and professionalism. You and your customers will both  
be winners.

CONTACT US TO FIND OUT WHETHER WE CAN HELP YOU WITH YOUR PARTICULAR CHALLENGE.

CONSULTATION 

Some types of consultation measures:

 Audit and optimization of your sales 
department:  review of your short-, medium- 
and long-term objectives, sales processes, 
internal and marketing tools, sales budget 
and compensation plan

 Optimization of business parameters: 
mission, vision, values, strategic directions, 
long-term objectives (tangible and 
intangible), market niches, methods, 
communications tools, etc.

 Diagnostic of your customer service and 
optimization of your sales approach

 Evaluation with present and lost customers 
in order to focus your operations on what 
is really important to your customers and 
prospects, thus enabling you to stay ahead 
of the competition and increase sales and 
profitability

 Evaluation and overhaul of sales and 
business prospecting tools

 Study and analysis with respect to 
generating new business and developing 
new markets
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ADD PUNCH TO YOUR SALES AND COMMUNICATIONS

Are you looking to develop automatic reactions and reflexes to ensure that you 
act and react optimally in all sales situations, during your presentations and 
meetings with customers, in your networking activities and in your customer 
service interactions?

Invest in yourself and your team: count on us to help you leverage the skills of 
your sales, customer service and call centre teams.

BENEFIT FROM A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE WITH CUSTOMIZED CONTENT DIRECTLY 
INSPIRED BY YOUR BUSINESS’S SPECIFIC CIRCUMSTANCES, GOALS AND 
CHALLENGES.

Customers love buying, but they hate being sold to. Our sales technique differs 
from the traditional approach, as our focus is not on improving salespeople but 
rather on creating the best customer purchasing environment by helping people 
find solutions to their problems or by fulfilling their wishes. 

Our training goal when it comes to sales, customer service, networking, public 
speaking and communication is to inspire people to act. It’s not what you learn 
that brings success, but what you do with what you learn. Therefore, capitalizing 
on the skills of your existing staff and maximizing their potential will help you 
exceed your company’s goals. Executives need to communicate and convey 
positive attitudes and messages so that the organization’s teams become 
committed to and take ownership of the company’s success. Each company is 
constantly evolving, and its results will reflect this.

The best results don’t come from what we know, but from 
what we do with what we know.

Our company is recognized for its ability to combine expertise, hard skills and 
soft skills so that our services are fully tailored to meet your needs as much as 
possible. We design training that is a reflection of your company by incorporating 
your corporate culture, your identity, your values, your competitive environment, 
and your goals and problems to achieve the maximum impact.

To get turn-key service that will help everyone in your organization fully absorb 
these new skills that are essential to performance, we highly recommend that 
you include a coaching program with your training. We are unique in being 
able to assist participants with their telephone interaction, in-person calls 
and interviews with customers and prospects. We ensure their knowledge is 
transferred through practical, concrete actions, both on the road and in the 
office. Participants move beyond their comfort zone to improve their sales 
approach and achieve better results.

CUSTOMIZED TRAINING
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Today was highly constructive for everyone. Drawing on his expertise, Jean-Pierre Lauzier shared with our representatives the importance 
of presentations, the sales approach, and product knowledge, as well as what a good rep needs to know. He covered everything. [...]  
We would advise any corporate CEO who’s committed to the training of their employees to call on your services because, for us, the 
quantity and quality of your work truly lived up to your image.  

Transport Magazine




Depending on the customer’s needs, combining two trainers, Jean-Pierre Lauzier, 
sales process master, and Annie Bienvenue, communications expert, allows us 
to create a dynamic and original training program that provides participants with 
the tools they need to easily and effectively grow their business. This training, 
adapted to the customer’s specific problems, focuses on concrete tools as well 
as theoretical and practical learning. 

During the training sessions, we can offer exercises and role-playing scenarios 
using a camera which allow for rapid improvement. Because a picture is worth 
a thousand words, filmed exercises help identify weaknesses so that the 
necessary corrective steps can be taken immediately.  In this way, participants 
can observe their progress in real time. The feedback helps them get rid of bad 
habits and quickly adopt new ones. 

Here are some of our seminar themes that may interest you and that have had a 
powerful and positive impact for our clients:

 Become a master salesperson 
 Develop your winning sales model 
 Get your customers to say “WOW” 
 Introducing yourself and networking in a business context 
 Perform when speaking in public
 GYM of good first impressions 
 Develop reflexes to attract customers and increase your customer base 
 Structure your presentation: be powerful and convincing
 Be credible and convincing in your profession
 Communicate your ideas with confidence during one-on-one and  

group meetings

DID YOU KNOW...

Our training activities are given in both English and French and we are 
a training company accredited by the Commission des partenaires 
du marché du travail, the Chambre de la sécurité financière and the 
Chambre de l’assurance de dommages.
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ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS MORE QUICKLY AND EFFECTIVELY

Business coaching includes customized support to help individuals commit to 
excellence and take action to improve their hard and soft skills as part of their 
role in the company. This coaching leads to the development of customized 
strategies to achieve the maximum impact, as the hardest thing for someone to 
do is to change.

We help companies find the best ways to address their concerns in the areas 
of management, sales and communication. We work with you to develop an 
approach based on the following principles: get yourself known, get yourself 
liked, and inspire confidence through your expertise, all while helping your own 
customers and prospects get what they want. Finally, we allow your team to 
move forward to achieve the company’s goals.

Custom coaching
Coaching sessions are customized based on your needs so that we can 
achieve the maximum impact on your sales results. We also highly recommend 
personalized coaching in addition to each of our training programs, as this will 
help you get concrete results by allowing you to effectively apply what you have 
learned to your own environment. 

What makes a difference is not what we know,  
but what we do.

BUSINESS COACHING  COMMUNICATION COACHING 
SALES COACHING  PUBLIC SPEAKING COACHING

BUSINESS COACHING

In ten consultation sessions spread over eight months, Jean-Pierre helped us put our sales process back on track. His experience and 
remarkable capacity for adaptation quickly allowed him to understand our firm and its needs. Based on Jean-Pierre’s advice, we reviewed 
and implemented a new more strategic and more effective approach. I really believe that together we have built the foundations required 
for the continuity and commercial success of our firm. Thank you Jean-Pierre!

Claude Laurendeau, President
Soft Target
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INSPIRATION TO BE MORE EFFECTIVE

Are you looking for a speaker to make your conference, symposium or business 
meeting a success?

Do you want to:

 improve performance?
 get your team fired up?
 boost sales?
 increase motivation in your sales team?
 get your customers to say “WOW”?
 develop your confidence and charisma?
 be credible and convincing in your profession?
 perform when speaking in public?
 etc.

Our goal: Inspire people to act so that they can achieve exceptional results 
both personally and professionally.

Our seminars are designed and adapted to your challenges, needs, objectives, 
concerns, work environment and the results you’re looking for. Tell us about what 
you need or what your event is all about: we can offer you seminars developed 
specifically for your enterprise. 

Our seminars are given in both English and French and we are accredited by the 
Commission des partenaires du marché du travail, the Chambre de la sécurité 
financière and the Chambre de l’assurance de dommages.

Our seminars have a short- and long-term impact on your organization, as they 
give you cutting-edge work methods along with concepts that let you rise to 
challenges and help people who want to improve, who want to develop business 
relationships with current or potential customers, and who want to develop a 
winning attitude in their lives and with their work teams.

SALES SEMINARS
CUSTOMER SERVICE SEMINARS
PUBLIC SPEAKING AND COMMUNICATION SEMINARS
PERFORMANCE AND MOTIVATION SEMINARS

CUSTOMIZED SEMINAR

Jean-Pierre, WOW! Feedback was wonderful. French customers came back for the English, they enjoyed it so much! Our president made 
reference to your seminar during his speech that night. He said “JP would not be happy with you if you did not take that extra time to build 
a wonderful display.” Great feedback Jean-Pierre. Only positive! Thanks again for your efforts to make this a positive event. 

Scott Lyall, National Sales Manager 
Hagen
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BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL, COMMITTED AND RESPONSIBLE SALES TEAM

Recruiting talent
Are you looking for a vice-president of sales, sales director, representative or 
salesperson to fit your needs and maintain an energetic team so that you can 
increase sales and attain your objectives? 

We can help you effectively find the person with the skill, talent and personality 
to take on the position you’re looking to fill.  By joining forces with our partner, 
we offer a unique all-in-one solution to your hiring needs: from assessing your 
requirements to identifying your employees’ key skills, while expanding skills 
through training and coaching. 

Our specialty: providing the follow-up that allows new staff to fully integrate into 
your business and use their expertise to the fullest in responding to your needs. 
We recruit the most talented people and ensure that they give 100% for you!

To achieve these results, we carry out a rigorous, structured and transparent 
search process. When you use our services, you are assured of the quality of both 
the submitted applications and the personalized service offered throughout the 
mandate with a view to building loyalty among your valuable human resources.

A SKILLED MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM
PROFITABLE AND FLEXIBLE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

Selection interview
Would you like to have a second expert opinion on a candidate for your sales 
department?

With his expertise in sales, training, business coaching and team management, 
Jean-Pierre Lauzier can provide you with the support, help and advice you need 
to select the best person for the position you want to fill. Jean-Pierre can sit 
in on the initial job interview (determining questions, candidate profile...) or 
even carry out a follow-up interview, a shorter, more targeted one, to obtain 
information that would help make a clear and coherent decision with respect to 
the applications received.

Our colleagues
Our colleagues: a turnkey team

With a complementary and seasoned team of specialists that is capable of 
meeting the specific and unique needs of each client, JPL Communications 
offers all the services that clients need to rise above the competition, attain their 
sales objectives and better communicate both internally and with customers. 
Whether it is in human resources, telemarketing, graphic design, copywriting, 
recruitment of talented staff, etc., we provide qualified specialists who will help 
you reach your objectives of success.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
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Jean-Pierre Lauzier, sales, customer service 
and marketing consulting expert at JPL 
Communications, and his team help executives 
and sales teams improve their performance 
by developing new business opportunities and 
effectively retaining their current customers. His 

tangible influence and his involvement at all levels of the sales department, from 
the strategic stage through implementation, turn sales teams around so that they 
bring more value to their customers and build their confidence. A man of passion, 
he is known for his enthusiasm, his motivation and his practical approach that help 
you never give up in the face of obstacles but rather see them as opportunities to 
turn setbacks into successes.

Jean-Pierre has more than 30 years of professional experience in sales and 
marketing. He has a bachelor’s degree in business administration with a 
specialization in marketing and finance and has had extensive sales training. 
He has worked in both SMEs and large enterprises. He has designed various 
sales courses for the software, financial services and insurance, manufacturing, 
and retail industries. He has also created various training programs, including 
“Become a master salesperson” and “Develop a winning sales model” for SME 
entrepreneurs with more than five employees, and another for the IT industry. 
Since 2002, he has contributed to the success of over 1,500 clients and given 
more than 1,000 talks and seminars in North America and Europe.

Jean-Pierre is also the author of the best-seller, Le Cœur aux ventes, an essential 
tool for anyone wanting to set themselves apart in the new market dynamics and 
frequently quoted in the media. He regularly contributes to the media and business 
publications; he writes articles for specialized journals and magazines as well as 
for a number of publications issued by various associations.

Jean-Pierre Lauzier
Sales and marketing consulting expert, 
trainer, business coach, speaker and author

Nathalie Laforest is an extremely passionate and enthusias-
tic individual who is generous with her time. She is also very 
attentive and open to listening to her clients, colleagues and 
partners. As an entrepreneur herself, she is very familiar with 
the challenges facing business owners and self-employed 
workers. Her coaching shows people how to stay focused on 
their goals and to succeed. She is a highly available mentor 

and coach, and she acts with a great professionalism. Entrepreneurs like to do business with 
her, as her practical approach gets concrete results. Nathalie has more than 20 years of ex-
perience in sales, marketing and communications, including 15 years at IBM Canada. She has 
a bachelor’s degree in business administration with a specialization in marketing and human 
resources. She has been a mentor with La Fondation de l’entrepreneurship.

Nathalie Laforest  
Associate and General Manager

Since 2006, Annie has been helping executives, managers, 
consultants and salespeople: in other words, anyone 
looking to give their words greater impact, reduce stress, 
enhance their charisma and ultimately have fun in front 
of an audience. We often get the impression that public 
speaking is an ability that only a chosen few possess 
through an innate talent for oration; in reality, very few 

people belong to this category. Most people who perform on stage have worked on this 
skill and developed the tools they need to become better at speaking in front of others. 
Opportunities to speak in public abound, and these can make the difference in getting a 
contract, a job or a raise. Do you avoid these opportunities to speak in public, at your 
company, during customer meetings, or at networking activities? If you answered yes, we 
can help you become recognized and admired for your public speaking skills.

Annie Bienvenue
Communication business coach, trainer and speaker

AN EXPERIENCED TEAM ATTENTIVE TO YOUR NEEDS

TEAM
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Monthly newsletter 
SIGN UP and receive our monthly newsletter free by e-mail.

This newsletter contains strategies, sound advice and tools that are easy 
to apply on a daily basis in the fields of marketing, sales, motivation, 
leadership and personal and professional development.

Book
LE CŒUR AUX VENTES

Le cœur aux ventes presents a new way of thinking and doing to help you sell 
not only your products and services but also your ideas.

Above all, Le cœur aux ventes is meant to encourage you to TAKE ACTION! 
Because isn’t this what makes winners truly stand out from everyone else?

Available in bookstores and from our website www.jeanpierrelauzier.com

HOW DO YOU IMPROVE PERFORMANCE?

TOOLS

I highly recommend Jean-Pierre Lauzier’s program; it is an excellent opportunity to 
review your internal operations. In less than 6 months, his approach has helped us 
change our methods for prospecting sales and managing customers, which has 
translated into new profitable sales and gains in productivity. We have achieved 
this by establishing realistic expectations centred on business results that are 
beneficial both for us and our customers.

CYFrame

Everyone left stimulated, minds filled with ideas 
of concrete actions to be implemented and 
making their mark. Without a doubt, Jean-Pierre 
knows how to get his message across like no 
other, and he does it with talent, drive and 
humour.  Thank you! 

Tourisme Le Suroît




Personality test
This tool reveals an individual’s main personal-
ity characteristics based on answers to an on-
line questionnaire. Depending on your needs, 
the personality profile can be applied to sales 
and management or can even be compared to 
the profile of an “ideal candidate” (or standard) 
for a specific position. Many types of reports 
are available.

This test can also help you develop a new hire 
development program, training, team motiva-
tion and coaching.
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Our training and seminar activities are given in both French and English, 
and we are a training company accredited by the Commission des 
partenaires du marché du travail, the Chambre de la sécurité financière 
and the Chambre de l’assurance de dommages. Subsidies from Emploi-
Québec may be available for training and coaching activities: contact your 
local employment centre. 

Connect with Nathalie Laforest
and Jean-Pierre Lauzier on LinkedIn

Follow the news about JPL Communications
on Twitter (JPL Comm)

Join the JPL Communications
group on Facebook

FOLL OW THE JPL COMMUNICATIONS TEAM

For more information about our different services and our products, 
visit our website at
www.jeanpierrelauzier.com

SIGN UP and receive our MONTHLY NEWSLETTER FREE BY E-MAIL. 
It contains strategies, sound advice and tools related to marketing, 
sales, motivation and leadership that can be easily applied on a 
daily basis.

TRAINING CALENDAR
For the schedule of training activities, visit the “Upcoming events” 
section of our website at www.jeanpierrelauzier.com or contact us.

450 444-3879
info@jeanpierrelauzier.com 
www.jeanpierrelauzier.com
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Practical ways TO SET YOURSELF APART


